
THURSDAY, 8th November 2018: Detailed Course plan 
 
Silvia Reichert, Cool stuff for boys: 
Easy figures, perfect for linework: airplane, helicopter, dinosaur, pokeball, laser gun, dolphin, snake, ball with three colors, various swords 
 
Colin Myles, Circus Themed Balloon Hats: 

Join Colin in this fun class to learn different way of making balloon hats, you will go away from this class with your very own unique hat that you 

can wear during the jam!  

Phileas Flash, The Face of Holidays to Come: 

It's the most wonderful time of the year (because it's time to turn your balloons into some amazing faces)! In this fun-filled class, Phileas Flash 

revisits his famous Face of Things to Come series with some new twists on old classics, just in time for the holiday season. From Christmas 

elves to Halloween Witches this class is the gift that keeps on giving. So, hang up your stocking and grab your Easter bonnets, because it's time 

to put a big smile on your face. In this course you will learn large sculpture techniques (suitable for intermediate to advanced twisters). 

Verena Bockholt, Decor for B-Days (children’s parties) and weddings: 

In her decor class, Verena wants to show you thematic decor ideas for various occasions where she combines classic decor elements with 

twisting elements. This creates unique decors that are still easy to build with one person. Part of the workshop will concentrate on events like 

weddings, the other part on events with children, e.g. kindergarten festivals or kids parties. 
    

Verena Bockholt, Wearable linework designs: 

Headbands, bracelets, backpacks? It’s gonna be a surprise… 

Antonio Bécares Rodriguez, Using and abusing pinchline: 

Learns the basics of Antonio’s famous and unique pinchline-technique and some new figures using this technique such as tooth brush, fish 

bones, excavator/tank and chain saw 

Alberto Falcone: Circus Themed Decor (Centerpieces):  
Create together with Alberto this year’s center pieces for the Jam Buffet corresponding with this year’s topic: Circus. 
 

Tony Twist: Conga!!: see Wednesday 
 
Sabina Kellner: Axolotl, Guinea pig and Platypus: see Wednesday 


